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Meeting Design: The Future of Meetings
“To say that something is designed means it has intentions that go beyond
its function. Otherwise it’s just planning.”

T

Industrial Designer Ayse Birsel

he design community, which encompasses
an ever increasing array of disciplines, knows something that the meetings
and events industry doesn’t;
that the opposite of good
design isn’t no design, it’s
bad design. And bad design exists all around us,
especially at meetings and
events.
For far too long, meeting professionals have been in the
planning business. We plan
on inviting the same people
to the same meeting to discuss the same issues as we
did last year, yet we keep
expecting different results.
There’s a term for that.
What if we designed an experience that captured people’s
imaginations,
challenged
their thinking, and inspired
them to dream about what’s
possible and then empowered them accordingly.

Which meeting would you
rather be a part of?
I’m sure we could have quite
the debate but I imagine that
Steve Jobs didn’t plan on
building one of the first commercially successful lines of
personal computers. If he
had, he would have been
working for IBM. Instead, like
many innovations to follow,
he designed a product that
would influence how we re-

late to the world around us.
Is it really all that surprising
what he’s accomplished given what he intended from the
start?
Designing a product, as Apple does, is very much like
designing a relationship. Apple products are essentially content platforms. Their
products are determining,
in many ways, how we consume information, how we
experience the world around
us. More and more, they represent our technology interface to the world.
Meetings, by their very definition, are our all about the
human interface. They are all
about the relationship. And
while technology is certainly playing an increasing role
in face-to-face meetings, nobody’s predicting the demise
of face-to-face relationship
building. Those rumors have
been greatly exaggerated.
Indeed, the top two reasons
people attend meetings and all other reasons pale in
comparison - are for the educational programs and the
networking.

Shure
called formal and informal
learning. And what we know
about informal learning is
that it trumps formal learning in terms of knowledge
retention and transfer, which
is the bottom line. Because
if you’re not retaining the
knowledge you gain at meetings and applying it back to
your job, you are wasting
your time.

And in every study that’s
been done in the industry
about the decision to attend,
these two reasons are interchangeable.

So why is it that we don’t
spend more time designing
informal learning at meetings? Why do we leave
these ‘relationships’ to the
chance encounter or the
random coffee break? Could
it be because meetings
are designed for the benefit of meeting professionals
and not the most important
stakeholders, attendees?

In the design world, programs and networking are

What would it look like if we
truly designed a meeting for

the benefit of the meeting attendee?
I believe the time has come
for us, as meeting professionals, to start incorporating
more intention into our meeting ‘plans’. It’s time we start
designing meetings that matter.
John Nawn
The Perfect Meeting
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Business Audiovisual is Like a Chocolate Box
For many businesses, the nature of work done has changed. It increased its dependence on audiovisual
material, sometimes exponentially.

T

he audiovisual has to become global,
but we have to take into account a different situation: today, there is more
meetings uniting more people working from
more different locations, and they must answer to expectations of more clients in more
different locations in the world.

“This Is How We Work Here!”
Audiovisual is kind of like a chocolate box:
you never know what you’re going to discover. But if surprise and discovery are part
of the fun in the domain of chocolates, it
does not work the same way in the business world. Business users need to know
the exact features and trustability of the
used tools. Coherence is a key element for
successful audiovisual meeting rooms.
However, very often, we feel the “chocolate
box syndrome”, a lack of coherence, in many
large businesses. Sometimes, the problem
happens over time since many rooms are
built in many locations (or by different integrators). Other times, it comes from the users themselves (“this is how we work here”),
and finally, it may come from the fusion or
acquisition of businesses based on different
models.

Defining a Global AV Standard
But, no matter the reason, it is easy to realize that in many businesses, each room has
its own look, its own workflow, its own reservation process, and even its own support.
This situation complicates the research and
reservation of a specific room, and especially its usage. For maintenance, an incoherent environment is also a source of
difficulties, and to replace material, incoher-

ence means having to manage more suppliers and creates complicated budgets.
A non-standardized and non-centralized AV
environment has a negative impact on the
users, on technical support, and on the productivity of the business.
The key is to create a coherent AV environment, and to do so, a global AV standard
has to be defined. This standard must be
sufficiently strict to create a required level
of coherence, and sufficiently flexible to answer specific problems.

Externalizing?
Supposing that an AV standard has been
defined, a global AV environment involves
the following elements:
The global AV standard will have to be managed, which means updating it appropriately to answer the evolving needs of the users. It also means to manage the users and
contractors involved in the global AV environment.
For example, users will have to be regularly met to ensure that they understand how
to use the different functions, to “stick” as
much as possible to their expectations, and
generally, to note their remarks and feedback.
Externalizing these tasks, or some of them,
which means delegating them to outside
professionals, allows the business to give
its all to its actual goals.
You can opt for an “internal team”, which
corresponds to the creation of a society of
conception, realization, and support that
has a single client: its own business. Obviously, it is a costly choice that can usually
only be justified by very large businesses.

Stop at the Best Solution
A second solution would be to have a mix of
both: an internal management team backed
by external resources. In this case, the internal team manages and coordinates all
the AV aspects, and has recourse to the
external providers when actions are necessary, having the advantage of “speaking
service provider” and having straightened
out the problems.
A third solution, inspired from the second, is
the following: insert a service provider between the internal AV management team
and the rest of the external AV assistance
team. The “designated” service provider
takes full responsibility of realizing the orders given by the management team. In this
case, the business pays for having access
to the minds and experience of the provider
instead of only using them for punctual operations.
Let’s not forget that when looking at integrator choices, the solutions chosen have to
correspond to international standards. The
integrator will have to use “universal” standards to avoid communication problems in
practical situations.
In an ideal world, businesses would opt in
mass for the third solution which offers the
advantages of an experienced AV management team, and an access to global AV resources, all this without the headache linked
to the global AV management.
However, most businesses prefer the first
and second solution. Here are the main
reasons why: often, AV is held by many departments, without having a centralized authority. In these conditions, it is hard, see
impossible, to hire one provider to manage
the global AV environment.

Shure
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Webcasting, Web Conferencing, Web Confusion
What is a webcast, anyway?

M

anufacturers have talked a
lot about webcasting. But not
everyone is always clear on
exactly what that means. What is webcasting?

Palacongressi di Rimini

Webcasting is increasingly part of corporate communications.
It connects global teams and serves
as a virtual megaphone for executives.
New tools are revolutionizing the experience, making it sleeker, more robust, and easier to use than ever before. Now is the time to perfect your
webcasting skills.
A webcast is an event streamed live to
a wide audience, often all around the
globe. It could be on the internet, or it
could be on an internal Content Delivery Network (CDN). In a broad sense,
a webcast can mean audio or video,
live or on demand. But what most people mean when they use it in the context of modern enterprise communications is a live video feed of an event, a
conference or a congress which then
can be viewed after the fact as well.
Webcasting technology is aimed a servicing a very large audience.

And How is This different from
Web Conferencing?
Web conferencing is for when a group
of people want to meet remotely.
Everyone wants to
talk, it’s critical that
there be no latency (or lag between
messages
being
transmitted and received).
The event is manyto-many. It’s the
online
equivalent
of a group meeting.
Webcasting, on the
other hand, is oneto-many. A single
presenter (or a few
presenters together) are broadcast
to a large group of
people.
That doesn’t mean there is no interaction between the speakers and the
audience – we’ll get to that in a little
bit. But where you use web conferencing to have a conversation , you use
webcasting to present to a big audience, all at once. It’s the 21 st century version of cramming everyone into
an auditorium to listen to a speaker or
panel.
Because webcasting is not trying to
make all participants equal, it has
some advantages when it comes to

large audiences. It’s simpler – instead
of needing to install software on their
computers like in web conferencing,
ideally attendees can generally watch
in a browser on their device of choice.
It often offers a higher video quality.
Finally, it’s far more scalable. Web
conferencing gets unwieldly and then
impossible fast as you increase the
number of participants. If you want to
have hundreds of thousands viewers,

you need webcasting.

But Why Do I Need Webcasting at
All?
For small companies back in the day
when everyone worked onsite, it was
easy to convene an all-hands meeting. Just round everyone up and stuff
them in one big room. But even then,
that didn’t work particularly well for
large companies with multiple sites.
Now, when teams are often global

and working remotely is increasingly the norm, getting everyone in one
place at one time can be literally impossible.
Webcasting helps improve corporate
communications by making it possible to get the same message to everyone, every-where, at the same time.
If someone does come in late or miss
the broadcast,
Digital

Video

Recorder (DVR) and
Video-on-demand
(VOD) make it possible for them to catch
up. It’s also cheaper
than trying to fly in
teams and produce
a large-scale physical event.
It’s an ideal tool for
making
corporate
communications simultaneously unified
and personal, providing the CEO the
opportunity to reach
every employee, (almost) face-to-face.
Video proves communication, makes
executives more relatable, and connects geographically dispersed teams.

What are Webcasts good for?
Here are some ideas on how to incorporate webcasting into your internal
corporate communications to make
them more effective.
Townhalls/all-hands meetings - Executive addresses and fireside chats Global team kick-offs and strategy
presentations - Training sessions Best practices features.
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The Grand Revolution of Collaborative Work
Goes by Huddle Rooms
It is time for changes in the world of business conference. The notions of collaboration and audio-visual

I

imposed themselves as inescapable.

t is linked to many factors, such as
the massive arrival of a younger generation who sees their work and private lives differently from their predecessors.

Globalization and Communicability
This young generation wants to collaborate and work in flexible ways, from
different locations, with different tools,
such as the BYOD (their tablets and personal smartphones) and through different networks.
But this change is also linked to the new
business environment. The current business environment is very different from
the one of the past. Globalization has increased and businesses, to answer the
increased expectations of clients and
their employees, had to adopt a new
way of working that is faster, more reactive, and less structured. In this kind of
environment, problems that would usually take weeks or even months to be

lives. It is also interesting to note this
interdependence:
technological
improvement brought
changes in our personal environment,
which forced changes in the business
environment, which
pushed the technology to improve once
again, and the cycle
repeats.
Sadly, the audio-visual
systems of most businesses were conceived to answer old and formal expectations of yesterday. There are simply not
enough meeting rooms with audio-visual
equipment available to accommodate the
workers that want to collaborate today. This
means that the meeting rooms that do have
audio-visual material have not been updated to the expectations of today.
In this way, traditional AV meeting rooms
are expensive to conceive and use.

Informal Meetings, On The Fly But
Connected!

Kramer
solved can be solved in hours or in a
few days. The main idea, in line with the
expectations of the new generations, is
to “do it now and it will be done immediately”.
But this is also linked to the communicability that is everywhere. Before mobile
phones and the Internet, people were often inaccessible. Effectively, when they
were “on the road” (from the office or at
the airport to embark), it was impossible to communicate with them until they
arrived to destination. Today, people are
always connected to the point where
we can say that their communication
technology has become a part of them.
Here’s a detail that says a lot: there are
more mobile phones in the world than
television sets!

This is the reason why many organizations go for smaller, more informal
meeting rooms, called Huddle Rooms. A
Huddle Room is a small meeting room
that is perfect for impromptu, improvised
meetings, for discussions, brainstorming, and immediate problem solving.
These small rooms, which can host from
two to four or six people, must not be reserved, are at the immediate disposition
of the staff, and their furniture is inexpensive. At this moment, the majority of

GoGet
huddle rooms are not conceived with AV
collaboration in mind, some have a telephone, others have flat screens. There
is 30 to 50 million (!!) huddle rooms in
the world and this number keeps increasing.
The users of these small rooms want
them to open on the world. Audioconferencing is one of the most requested features. Another is to be able to
access the content of a computer, tablet, or smartphone on the screen in the
room without having to use any cables.
A huddle room must be opened to the
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) wave.
Videoconferencing should also make its
entrance in huddle rooms, either in a basic form (USB webcam) or in a fancier
implementation, depending on the room
and the needs of its users.
Equipped this way, huddle rooms keep
their specificity: informal meetings, collaborative work sessions, immediate
availability… and exterior communication possibilities!

Traditional AV Rooms are Expensive
and Obsolete
We are very dependent on this technology because it supports our most important information, makes us available
to the ones we love, and allows us to
be connected to the rest of the world.
We use this technology to improve our
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Logitech

SIX Keys To Unlock the Choice of
an Interactive Collaboration Solution for Your Enterprise

M

By Emmanuel Gueritte, Product Marketing Director

odern Interactive Collaboration
Solu-tions derive from two main
technologi-cal roots: the AV/Audio Video world (which used to own the
meeting rooms with automation, presentation/video viewing and high quality video confer-encing), and the IT/Information
Tech-nology World (which gave rise to IP
Video Conferencing, interactive dis-plays
and whiteboards, and collabora-tive apps
for smartphone).
As the product offering is large, the choice
of an Interactive Collaboration Solution
(ICS) for the enterprise is often driven by a
Technology/feature list choice only. Should

form and SMBs a quick cheap solution.
History has shown that this is not always
the case – and some-times being the opposite: David is will-ing to use the state-ofthe-art tools he believes Goliath is using
(who in fact has taken too long to decide
and failed to deploy successfully). Why?
Because the managers at the origin of
the ICS investment project do not have
the same power to decide nor knowhow
in each company: some may be the CEO,
CTO, BU/IT/UC&C manager, the workflow & collaboration manager, others may
be the change management man-ager, or
simply a local team leader… Therefore,
the requirements, project scope and ambi-

tablet. So, a successful ICS implementation will come from HOW the company’s
“Meeting culture” change will happen. Key
#3: In other words, the ICS choice is so
much about PEOPLE that it would be
wise to include the Human Resource
manager in the decision-making process. He will identify the transfor-mational
impact at employee level, and help define
who will likely lead the change within each
team, and who needs specific support to
not be left behind.
The employee is critical in the ICS choice:
they will be the users, they will accept (or
not) to change their work habits, to adjust
their methodologies, and simply to learn
something new. They can be a project
blocker, or a champion!
Key #4: Choose the right channel partner who can lead your company in this
transformation. The cheapest is not necessarily the best choice, as ROI is linked
to the employee adoption. A strong training plan must be put in place, with several
waves of training, scheduled every month
or quarter, depending on adoption success within the first team set up.
Key #5: To support the project, as-sign
a person in charge of the change management to drive the cultural change.
He will be the ‘go to’ person for every employee, and will monitor the implementation success to define the steps forward
towards com-pany-wide adoption.

you choose a LCD/LED/OLED/AMOLED
display or a less perfect but more affordable laser projector? Is 4K required when
Full HD is cheaper and may be good
enough? Is a dedicated video channel for
Video Conferencing worth the cost versus
an ‘almost free’ (but non-private) VoIP alternative? Many technical questions and
no simple answer… because the right
answer is not about the technolo-gy but
about broader company-wide considerations that encompasses the current “meeting culture”: the way em-ployees work together, their communi-cation skills and
willingness to improve the way they collaborate. In other words, the choice of ICS
should primar-ily be decided upon based
on the PEOPLE as opposed to technical
fea-tures. Key #1: define your ICS project scope by identifying the em-ployees’ problem it solves, and gain/value/
benefit it brings.
In theory, Large enterprises and small/medium businesses (SMB) do not have the
same ICS requirements: Large enterprises are expected to look for a global plat-

tion differed greatly. Sooner or later in the
process, depend-ing on their influential
power, they all come to envision “broad
deployment throughout the company”,
but few can make that vision come to life.
Key #2: If you lead an ICS project, try
to get your CEO on board as early as
pos-sible. If he/she enjoys the solution
demo and envisions what it will bring
to the company, he will break all internal boundaries and silos and will make
it happen!
Involvement from the CEO is critical because the implementation of an ICS has the
potential to deeply impact the enterprise
culture: ICS are tools in meeting rooms,
or on employee’s de-vices, aimed at improving the way peo-ple work. So, these
are changes in work habits, which need
to be accepted to get a return-on-Investment (ROI). Video conferencing changes
communi-cation modalities, forcing users
to im-prove their presentation skills. Interac-tive Displays create shorter, standing,
active meetings versus people previ-ously sitting and hiding behind their laptop or

Before becoming a global collaboration
platform, where the ICS is in every room,
on every device, throughout the world,
there needs to be a Proof of Concept
(PoC) completed locally. Key #6: That
PoC should be promoted throughout
the company in the same manner as a
product launch.
In conclusion, the success of the ICS investment will only happen if this pro-ject is
considered as a strategic pillar of the company’s success, supported by the CEO,
supported by the channel and built for the
employees. They will feel more engaged,
take greater ownership and will be more
eager to make the change a success.
www.emmanuelgueritte.com
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A richer experience for attendees
over the four days of the show
Before it opens its doors Integrated Systems Europe 2017 from 7 – 10 february 2017 has been confirmed as
the biggest exhibition in the event’s 14-year history following an increase in show-floor space, exhibitors

A

and halls.

true indication of the event’s international pulling power is the fact
that ISE 2017 will see 135 first
time exhibitors making their debut at the
show.
This confirms ISE as the destination of
choice for companies looking to build
their profile and business opportunities
in the AV marketplace. In total, ISE 2017
will feature over 3,000 square metres of
additional show-floor exhibition space
compared to ISE 2016.
Integrated Systems Events Managing
Director, Mike Blackman commented:
“Making sure that we can feature all of
the world’s leading AV vendors and service providers has always been a priority
for us in delivering value for ISE attendees.
With the expansion of the show I am delighted that we are able take the attendee and exhibitor experience to the next
level for our 2017 event.” The 2017 edition will not only be the largest but also
the most compelling show produced so
far.
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Closing Keynote featuring Cirque du Soleil’s
CEO Daniel Lamarre,
the largest ISE educational programme so far
produced by CEDIA and
InfoComm
International plus five Show Floor
Theatres all point towards a rich and vibrant
four-day event. To help
cope with the show’s
continued year-on-year
growth the RAI Amsterdam will be introducing an additional
hall and pavilion, a new hall numbering
system and increased car parking facilities. The new hall, named Hall 9, will be
able to be accessed via Halls 8, 10 and
11. A new Pavilion will be erected at the
Congress Square providing an additional 1,500 net square meters of exhibitor
floor space. It will connect with the Exhibitor Foyer, Diamond Lounge and Auditorium. The combined area will now be
known as Hall 14.
Blackman continued: “We will be able to

Mike Blackman
provide more space for exhibitors and
create a richer experience for attendees
over the four days of the show. As ISE
evolves and grows it’s great news that
our venue partner is working with us to
take the show forward.” Furthermore, a
total of 940 additional parking spaces
have been created to meet the expected
increase in attendee demand.
Other updates at ISE 2017 will include
the introduction of a new Smart Building
Theatre into the new Hall 9 and a focus
on Education Technology in Hall 13.

Ways to Boost Audience Interaction at Meetings,
Conferences and Congresses

W

Consider the objective of your meeting

hether organizing a meeting, a
conference, a congress, some
enterprises and associations
are utilizing bold techniques bolstered
by the latest technology in order to ensure attendees get the most out of a
meeting, a conference or a congress.
With an increasing focus on achieving
meeting “success” and ROI, it is becoming more widely accepted to improve
engagement by involving delegates
throughout the experience: before, during and after their attendance.
Source excellent quality, relevant, expert speakers who engage and interact
with their audience and create an ongoing relationship with attendees.
Enterprises and Associations believe
that you need to take time to really consider the objective of your meeting, conference or congress and
the needs of your audience.

This also provides a chance to participate from anywhere in the world, which
is particulary nice for guests who can’t
physically attend. Online “meetings”
could be hosted, before, during or after
the meeting to increase and prolong the
engagement of your attendees;
Gathering feedback in this fashion is
another fabulous way to connect.
A successful meeting often involves audience participation and opportunities
to network with other likeminded professionals. On top of this, it’s also quite
common for enterprises and associations to encourage attendees to get involved way in advance of the meeting
and continue feedback and discussions
long after it has finished.
A truly dynamic experience from registration to post-meeting and your audience will be animated.

However, it’s best if time
can be taken to view
your prospective speakers at someone else’s
meeting beforehand in
order to really get a feel
for their style and delivery.
The most memorable
speakers are those who
actively engage the audience. “Roving mikes”
are a thing of the past,
however, with technology like “catchbox” – a
microphone cube that
can be tossed from the
speaker to audience members – is now
being used to encourage more attendees to speak up and get involved in debates.
Encouraging and reporting audience
tweets, posts, and messages on projected screens during the event also
provides effective audience engagement.
Live updates on topical issues,
data, and opinions is a sure
fire way to keep your audience
engaged for the whole experience.

Enable attendees to access a speaker’s content digitally both during and after the meeting – not only their speech,
but provide links to their work, articles,
publications, blogs. This content can
be delivered through a meeting-specific
app, via links on their online presence,
or to a curated archive of work. Access

should be available to attendees from
registration onwards and supplemented
by content during and after the meeting
in order to create real value.
These are just a few ways in which enterprises and associations can engage,
add value, and retain interest. Being
creative, utilizing the latest technology,
and re-imagining the relationship between the audience, speaker, and the
meeting will pay dividends. Think “interactive” and find innovative ways to involve attendees.
Your audience will be animated, enthused and engaged for weeks, months
an even years to come.

Audience Response systems work
particularly well.
While most of them are super-easy to
use on the side, you need to think a bit
in advance about how to
incorporate a Q&A platform into the structure of
your meeting.
Don’t use meeting technology for the sake of
using it. Think in advance about how to fit
in your meeting concept
and how to encourage
the audience to use it.
It’s really important to
select the right session
formats where to implement a Q&A platform so
it actually enhances the
entire experience.
Apart from choosing the
Catchbox right sessions, you need
to make sure that you
have appropriate technical equipment. Q&A platforms are the
most efficient and effective when questions are displayed live on the wall or
on the screen. The audience feels more
encouraged to submit more questions
when they see them popping up on the
wall.
As most of Q&A platforms are webbased, you need to make sure that
the audience is connected to the
internet.

Engagement of your
attendees

When introducing the system at
the beginning of your event, make
sure to remind your attendees the
name of the meeting’s wifi network
and password so they can log in.

You can use hashtags, handles, and even meeting , conference, congress apps to build
an online community around
your meeting.

Remind your attendees repeatedly throughout the meeting that they
can ask questions and vote in polls
to enjoy fully the potential of audience response system.

Catchbox
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Engaging and Activating audiences
Adding value through technology and things to consider before switching
(Part 1) By Jurriaen Sleijster - President & COO | MCI Group

T

oday’s tech is changing the very structure of
congresses and conferences, making them more sustainable, more personalised,
and more inclusive.
When appropriately aligned to
your strategy, the right technology will engage your attendees
in an active way, give them the
tools they need to act upon your
messages and provide powerful data that will further assist
in taking your future similar instances to the next level. As
Jurriaen Sleijster, President &
COO of MCI Group, points out:
“Overall, events are an investment, so the desire to extend
the life-cycle and the associated investment of congresses
and conferences is a common
aspiration.
Technology is a great way to do
that.”
Technology is rapidly evolving
and the events industry is wholly
affected by its advancement, so it is imperative to be aware of the most recent trends
that can help you achieve greater results:

Mobile apps
Mobile technology is part of our everyday
lives, and its influence is growing daily. Attendees use mobile apps in their day-today lives, so when in a congress venue,
meeting new people, and wanting to make
the most out of their time and money their
‘app needs’ are even stronger than ever.
If correctly aligned to your strategic objectives and attendee needs, an app is the ultimate way of efficiently engaging and activating your selected audience.

Crowdshaping
While mobile apps are personalising congress & conference content and experiences to different types of attendee,
‘crowdshaping’ directly onsite is taking
event personalisation – and ways to measure the engagement of individual attendees during events - to a whole new level.
Crowdshaping for congresses is all about
collecting personal, real-time data from attendees in order to shape their onsite experience. There are several ways of capturing attendee data and whichever way
you choose, this method could take your
engagement strategy to even greater
heights.

Integrated technology
The last thing you need is to spend hours

integrating different technology tools from
multiple vendors into your planning. A
powerful integrated technology system will
automate the process of attendee engagement, personalisation and data collection –
as well as improving your bottom line.

Gamification
Gamification – the concept
game thinking and mechanics in nongame contexts
– is a great way of using
technology to encourage
desired behaviours and motivating attendees.
There are some great apps
that ‘gamify’ conferences,
but if you want your app to
spark engagement with fun
challenges, rewards and
leader boards, it needs to
be designed for that specific purpose. Gamification
provides competitive motivation, which is recognised
as a key factor for increasing active vs passive participation, whatever the audience’s age.

Social Media
incorporation
Use of the latest technology
should also go hand in hand
with social media. Generating engaging social content
and creating active online

of applying

communities is a powerful way of engaging and activating attendees before, during
and after the congress or conference has
taken place.
And if you’re looking to attract a significant
number of millennials, getting social media
presence right is a must!
www.mci-group.com
Part 2 in the next edition.

Jurriaen Sleijster is President & COO
at MCI, the world’s leading provider of
strategic engagement and activation
solutions and a key driver of innovation in the meetings, events, association and congress industries.
As a member of MCI’s Executive
Committee, he is jointly responsible
for the leadership and strategic direction of an international group with
a turnover of €400 million and offices in 61 cities and 30 countries around the world. Day-to-day, he leads management
processes, a range of service departments and the integration of new MCI offices.
Jurriaen represents MCI in the meetings industry and is actively involved in a number of professional associations including IAPCO and ICCA.
A frequent speaker, chair and moderator at international conferences, he also speaks at business schools, leads training
programmes for senior management and publishes a variety
of thought leadership articles in printed and online publications. Jurriaen also coaches and mentors students in developing careers in the meetings industry.
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Choosing a Videoconference System
Here’s a small guided tour on the main different systems. As you will see, everything
depends on the use desired from the videoconference tool, the location where it will be
used, and of course, the final price.
Desktop, Mobile Applications, and
“Executive Systems”
Desktop systems consist of software and
browser interfaces that offer access to videoconference sessions.
Generally, these applications are based on the
existence of cameras that are integrated to the
computer, or cameras plugged by
USB.

The mobile applications allow the users to participate to videoconferences from a phone or a
tablet, no matter where they are.

In-room Video and Telepresence
In-room video offers a large variety of possible
configurations (and prices). It is addressed to
small, medium, and large meeting rooms. It al-

The audio is also based on either integrated microphones and
speakers or ones connected via
Bluetooth, or again USB. Sometimes, plugins are required to take
control of the videoconference.

lows taking control of multiple screens, the possibility to display content from laptops and mobile devices, and has cameras that can focus
on whoever is speaking. We sometimes use
microphones that have noise cancelling abilities as well as other systems to improve the
sound.
Telepresence simulates a real, live meeting.
Large screens are mounted on a
wall above the conference tables
and shows the distant people in
real size.
The furniture is chosen to be the
same, the acoustics are directional,
and the cameras, placed at eye level, give the impression that participants sit at the same table and are
looking at each other.

The executive systems are optimized for a desktop experience
and offer a higher quality videoconference than the desktop
solutions. They generally include
material to optimise video encoding and decoding, and can manage higher video resolutions than
desktop solutions.

The advanced, more sophisticated
systems use 3D holographic images, with virtually invisible screens,
to create immersive experiences.
Logitech

Telepresence is the most expensive videoconference solution.

Las Vegas has launched an Interactive Booth at Imex America
The trade show booth featured an interactive video wall that allows users to access detailed
information about hotel, convention and event spaces through the power of touch-screen

“T

technology.

his new trade show booth has
created a unique and memorable
brand connection to Vegas,” said
Cathy Tull, senior vice president of marketing for the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority (LVCVA).
“The technology allows travel professionals
who plan or sell leisure vacations, business
meetings and events to better understand
what the destination has to offer.”
Vegas Interactive features four, 55-inch
touch screens with more than 4,000 pieces of content including 360-degree videos, time lapse photography and still images for guests to experience the destination
through an interactive map.
Each resort, venue or attraction is designed
to showcase meeting space, event venues,
dining options, room product, amenities, entertainment and more. The LVCVA developed the trade show booth over the past
year in partnership with Inhance Digital, a
leader in the technology industry.
As the No. 1 trade show destination for 22

12

years running and one of the
most popular travel destinations
in the world welcoming more
than 42 million visitors annually, Las Vegas’ competitive trade
show presence reflects the total offerings of the destination,
ensuring the first interaction
stands apart and remains top of
mind following the show.
Aside from being scalable from
an interactive wall mural to an
individual touch screen device,
the trade show booth’s interactive map has the capability to
be versatile and mobile.
It was created to be used at events of any
size, in any location all around the world.
For international events, the intuitive design
of the booth paired with the imaged-based
content eliminates the need to translate
pages of text depending on the location and
audience.
Las Vegas has been a leader in innovative
destination marketing. In addition to experi-

encing the images and videos through Vegas Interactive, potential visitors can also
access 360-degree videos of the destination through Las Vegas’ virtual reality mobile app, Vegas VR. When using Vegas VR,
consumers are directly connected with a series of 24 original interactive videos creating
immersive virtual reality experiences when
used with a VR Viewer compatible with
smartphones, such as Google Cardboard.

Associations World Congress 2017
http://www.associationscongress.com
Programme revealed for Associations World Congress 2017 in Vienna

N

ow in it’s 10th year the Associations World Congress is to be held
2-4 May 2017 at the Austria Center, Vienna. The Congress has grown to
be the largest conference for employees
and officers of professional, scientific and
trade membership organisations, in Europe.
A packed programme of streams and sessions has been designed to offer great
education, networking and information for
the 300+ association delegates forecast
to attend.
Alongside the congress will be the International and European Association
Awards ceremony, held on the evening
of 3 May, which recognises excellence
in leadership, development and service
across European and International membership organisations, and will be held at
the Hofburg Vienna.
The awards are, uniquely, free to enter
and free for shortlisted associations to attend. They and are supported by the Institute of Association Management.

New for 2017 and highlights of the
programme include:

pects that make associations unique.
Conference
and
Events – Focusing on
growth and development strategies and
the process for events
from design to delivery. A particular highlight of this stream
will be the Neuroscience and Neuromarketing topic from
the Neuromarketing
Science and Business
Association.

See the full programme online
Attendees will hear directly from Executive Directors, CEO’s and Department
Heads from Europe’s most forward-thinking associations including:
Carla Nagel, Executive Director
Neuromarketing Science & Business Association

Lodewijk Klootwijk, Director
European Golf Course Owners Association
Dominic Lyle, Director General
European Association of Communications
Agencies
Franziska Frank, Associate Program Director
European School of Management and
Technology
Plus many more – keep
up to date with speakers online

Association
success
story sessions – 20 associations shortlisted for
the Association Awards
will share and discuss
their case study projects
the afternoon before the
awards, on 3 May. Each
delegate can attend two
stories.
Video and TV Channels
Stream – Video is a fastgrowing communication
method and a critical way
to provide regular sector
information to members.
Each month associations are launching video
channels/offerings [unrelated to event recordings]
and this stream helps
guide them on creation,
planning and how to fund them. Hear from
ITN Industry News, and a selection of associations on their successes.
Member Engagement – A whole day of
digital related content looking at member
engagement strategies, CRM and MRM,
successful online communities and tribal
marketing.
Leading your Sector: – Presentations on
Thought Leadership from PwC and Professional Development and genuine eLearning
from professional bodies, each critical as-

With
discussions
at
Breakfast Brains meetings, practical Workshops, Association Success
Stories,
Expert
Briefings, and extensive
networking opportunities
- as well as dedicated
meetings for Association
Leaders, Medical Associations and Aspiring
Leaders, the congress offers a unique opportunity
for associations to come
together to explore the issues and solutions that
will make a difference to
their organisations, now
and in the future.
Francis Ingham, Director General, PRCA
and
Chief Executive, International Communications Consultancy Organisation
Andreas Felser, Executive Director
European Association of Nuclear Medicine
Simon Shelley, Head
ITN Industry News
Konrad Friedrich, Head of Conference Management & Marketing
European Society of Radiology
Christian Mutschlechner, Director
Vienna Convention Bureau

Reader Offer
Communications Business Solutions is
delighted to be supporting the event, and
are pleased to extend to our readers a 15%
reduction on the current registration rate.
Early booker deadline: 10 February 2017
Simply register using code: CBS15
Register online today
Enquiries:
victoria@associationexecutives.org
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The Why and How of Digital Signage,
Integration is a core theme
By Lyle Bunn

T

he integration of digital signage
into the physical environment
and the path to purchase experience was an over-arching theme at
DSE 2016 in Las Vegas.
As communicators seek better value,
and the application of the media has
become more encompassing, integration is more complex.
Using data feeds (i.e. weather,
news, events, social) and application data (i.e. production, point-ofsale, inventory, loyalty, etc.) provides greater context and relevance
to
messaging,
but
communications objectives and content strategy must be considered more deeply.
Projects involve more end user departments and have escalated within
the business in support of needs for
better engagement, reduction of costs
(i.e. safety), regulatory compliance
(i.e. caloric posting), battling “showrooming,”
unified
communications
and overall competition for attention,
time and spending has increased.
Integrators that just respond to identified needs are losing business to
integrators who understand the end
users’ business and bring solutions.
Digital signage is a knowledge-based
business.

Problem areas: Despite the high
growth in all areas of digital signage,
DSE 2016 offered a snapshot of ongoing concerns within specific deployments and the application of the media at large.
Initiatives fail to take advantage of the
digital media supply chain that includes
content authoring and re-purposing related to other communications devices, connectivity, commercial display
capability and media management
that can increase content relevance
and minimize costs for better ROI.
Analytics related to business value
(i.e. ROI) that underpin digital signage planning is often inadequate to
validate investment. Impact assessment is commonly not undertaken at
the level that would enable optimization toward the higher level of ROI.
While technology elements appear
to be simple, elegant and straightforward, the selection of the most suitable components from a range of
options that comprise the technology ecosystem is resulting in higher operating costs than necessary.
Content delivers the value of placebased messaging once the technology
infrastructure is in place, but too often,

this aspect of operations is under-resourced and inadequately planned or
executed to assure high value from
the medium. Increased focus on engagement strategy, messaging tactics
and content composition as well as
“right-sizing” investment to optimize
content for business value is required.
Integration of system elements and installation can be provided by a wide
range of audio/visual, information
technology or security integrators as
well as static sign providers and experience agencies. Many are operating as product re-sellers, and most
are very prescriptive in bringing limited value or experience to the end
user. Since digital signage success
is knowledge-based, integrators must
maintain currency with the tools and
approaches that deliver higher value
to end users.
Lyle Bunn is North America’s longest-serving independent analyst, advisor and educator. He has assisted
hundreds of end users in the planning, funding, design, sourcing and
optimization of their digital media initiatives and has helped to train thousands of end user and supply professionals.
Lyle@LyleBunn.com
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Inspiring you to become
an innovation master
A Dutch supermarket Jumbo, one of the market leaders,
experimented last October with a virtual bus-stop-supermarket

T

in the city of Utrecht, in The Netherlands.

he bus-stop supermarket presented
a selection of products, proven to
be favourite buys for their customers.
The items were processed quickly, scanned and added to a virtual shopping cart
using the ‘Jumbo app’.
The products were of course delivered right
to your doorstep. The bus-stop-was open all
hours.

ers’ online shopping basket, who pay online
once their order is completed. Homeplus
reported that the majority of the orders are
placed at 10 am and 4 pm, when people are
commuting to and from work.
Customers schedule a time for home delivery. Same-day delivery is the norm, so that
customers can get their products by the time

and registered app users increased by 76
per cent.
In February 2012, Tesco Homeplus announced it was extending the virtual store
concept to 20 new locations across the
country. Today, there are 22 Homeplus virtual stores in South Korea, and the brand is the
country’s No. 1 online retailer».

The novelty concept of shopping while waiting for the bus is part of Jumbo’s ‘Easily Ordered, Quickly Delivered’ campaign, featuring the Dutch Formula One racing-driver
Max Verstappen. Jumbo also sees its delivery service for online orders as an effective
way to attract customers with little time to
shop.
It has recently extended their online delivery
service to cover the province of Utrecht as
well as Utrecht city. For the Netherlands the
bus-stop-supermarket-experiment was a big
step in virtual grocery shopping.
The Jumbo experiment in The Netherlands
reminds me of Tesco’s QR code subway
store with Homeplus in South Korea, which
was launched in 2012. Check out this short
movie:
Interested customers download the Homeplus app into their smartphones.
They then use their smartphones to scan
the QR codes of the products they want to
purchase. The posters resemble the actual
aisles and shelves of a regular Tesco store.
The scanned products stored in the custom-

they get back home from work.
This virtual subway store has been a
huge success with commuters and drove
over 900,000 app downloads in less than
one year. «Business Today» reports that:
«Online sales increased 130 per cent
since the introduction of the virtual stores

Now, the bus stop supermarket in the Netherlands was an experiment. Experimenting
is a great way to validate the adoption and
attractiveness of your new product, service,
process or experience through systematic
research or testing.
You test your new concept to learn if it really delivers value to your customer and if the
business model you came up with is valid.
By doing so, you validate the future business
potential of your new concept.
The goal of experimentation at the start of innovation was to learn and improve. The way
to learn was through confronting assumptions concerning a market with the reality of
that market.
The right technology and the right business
model were discovered and shaped through
smart experiments. A successful breakthrough innovation is not simply an ingenious
idea, but an entire process of discovery and
crafting.”
Are you looking for a speaker on innovation?
Check out the movies and reviews at gijsvanwulfen.com.
Source: Popai Benelux
www.popaibenelux.eu
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Digital Signage and Interactive Kiosks: A Great Love?
At first glance, digital signage and kiosks seem like two completely different
installations.

T

he kiosk is an interactive device
that offers services or a product,
while digital signage is supposed to display information or advertisement.

You will have to put the screen out of reach.

Attracted to the Kiosk

The main idea is simple to understand: the
kiosk is mainly for a “one to one” interaction
while the digital signage is conceived to display information in a “one to many” mode.

“One to One” vs “One to Many”
Interactions

Despite this, there are many uses
combining the digital signage to kiosks.
Globally, digital signage can spread
the brand image and attract users towards the kiosk.

From this comes the concept that the digital signage should not be used interactively
(touch screen) to not impede its “one to many”
interaction, and that this touch screen function
should be kept on the kiosk.

An LCD screen could be placed over
a ticketing kiosk and announce the different products sold by the latter.
An example? The Field Museum of
Chicago, where both technologies are
combined. The users go to the kiosk to buy
their tickets and lookup information, while the
digital signage displays advertisements and
messages about the new exhibits.
Here, the kiosk fills the main role and the digital signage gives additional information.

Of course, we have to be careful when we
combine two technologies.

In this same line of thought, you have to make
sure that the digital signage improves the usage of the kiosk instead of having a parasite
effect on it.
Most of the time, it’s only a matter of positioning.

If the digital signage is not interactive (which
is usually the case), the kiosk has to be, which
means the users could get confused and start
clicking on the costly digital signage screens!

Finally, it’s a matter of common sense: if
someone buys tickets from a kiosk, then does
five more operations before anyone else can
use it, it is not an improvement.

Better Internal Communication with Digital Signage
Maybe you have, like many other businesses, installed a digital signage system on your walls

Y

to ensure better internal communication.

ou conceived short, interesting, and informative messages. But how do you
know if it is actually efficient? And how
to correct things if needed?

“Don’t Be This Person!”
It is only a matter of asking the people around
you and the personnel. If they do not have a
clear idea of your business goals, procedures,
and rules to respect, something is wrong with
your messages.
You either have to make them clearer, or they
are not memorized. If it’s the latter, try changing the message for a humorous one, an excellent way to increase retention.
Another technique: use storytelling, an “anecdote”, for example, the story of a person
that constantly runs into problems at work because he doesn’t follow the procedures (“don’t
be this person” technique).
You were also trying, via the installation of a
digital signage, to reach financial efficiency, to
save paper, and to save the time necessary for
printing and distribution documents. If these
costs did not go down, it’s time to change
something else. You have to create messages
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that replace the paper
medium, not duplicate
it on a screen.

Associate to the
Business Life in Real
Time
Different situation: you
announced an event
by mail and… nobody
showed up. Think of
promoting these kind
of things through digital signage, it is way
more efficient than this
“ancient” way of communicating (for example, the mail may have not been opened, or
forgotten very fast). But careful, you have to
use an attractive presentation to make sure
that it breaks the monotony of the “boring” informative messages (shinier background, different format).
Another intelligent possibility for the digital
signage system is to associate collaborators
to the office life in real time. The current large
contracts, contracts that were just signed, and

Wallin.tv
congratulating everyone’s efforts are all messages that can be displayed. The more appreciation you show to your employees, the more
motivated they will be.
Ask your HR services and study the possibility of answering questions or recurring problems via digital signage. Very often, collaborators think they’re the only one affected by a
problem. Showing a solution to their problems
on all the screens tells them that they are not
alone and that there really is an issue.

